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Blending sounds worksheets for kindergarten pdf

Connect and mix the right sounds to form the name of the image. Write the word in the line. Fit the word parts together to form the name of each image. Circle the correct letters. Write the word in the line. Read the sentences. Circle all the words that begin with the br mixture. Write each word in the lines below. Choose the right mix to
complete the unfinished word in each sentence. Write the letters in the line. Adjust each opening tone with an end tone to make a word. Write your word in the line. Follow the example. Read the sentences. Circle all words that begin with the tr mixture. Write each word in the line below the sentence. Read the sentences. Circle all words
that begin with the tr mixture. Write each word in the line below the sentence. Say the name of each image. Fill the missing spaces with the correct selection. Each color below has been divided into their phonemes. But some of the parts are not okay. Cut out the pieces. Reassemble the words correctly. Glue the corrected words to a
separate page. Use the sounds from the Blend Box to complete every scary word. You can use a mixture more than once. Choose the correct sounds to end each word. Use the images as hints. Write the word in the line. Select the right mix to complete the word for each sentence. Choose the right mix to complete each word. Fill in the
missing letters. Write the word in the line. Add an initial tone to each set of letters to create a word. Write your word in the line. Use the images as hints. Select the right mix to complete the word for each sentence. WEEKSNEWSLETTER Try using these free and printable Beginning Sounds worksheets when you start teaching your child
how to read. There are twenty worksheets that you can use to cover a series of letter mixes and digraphs (unique sounds). How the worksheets work Each worksheet contains six words that begin with a common combination of two letters. The worksheets allow you to read every word to your child and with the practice, they should be
able to recognize the two-letter combination and if fading words say it as a sound, not two. 14 blends to practice – There are 14 worksheets covering mixtures. Mixtures occur when each letter can be heard in a specific tone. In the word frog, the mixture appears fr. In the /fr/sound, both the f- and r-sound are Hear. The combinations: BL,
BR, DR, FL, FR, GL, GR, PL, PR, SM, SN, SP, ST and TR are all mixtures. 6 digraphs to practice - There are 6 worksheets covering digraphs. Digraphs are created when two letters form a unique sound. In the word Phone, the digraph ph appears. The letters p and h are combined to form the /f/sound. Digraphs cannot be explored. Your
child needs to recognize these combinations of letters and the unique sounds they make. The combinations: CH, KN, PH, QU, SH and TH are all digraphs. Worksheets – Blends and Digraphs Blend Worksheets Digraph Worksheets Beginning Sounds Chart Try to use this Word Beginning Sounds Chart if found the initial tones worksheets
helpful – read more &gt;&gt; Beginning Sounds Chart (pdf version) Phonics L-Family Blends (Bl, Cl, Fl, Gl, Pl, Sl)This site has a wide range of cut-and-glue activities, card games, mini-books and worksheets to teach students about Phonics L-Family blends. Sounds in this family include: bl- (such as blue and block), cl- (like clip and clam),
fl- (like and drive), fr- (like flag and flute), gl- (like glue and glass), pl- (like plane and plate) and sl- (like sleep and sledge). Phonics R-Family Blends (Br, Cr, Dr, Fr, Gr, Tr)On this page you can print a variety of R-Family Consonant Blend worksheets. Includes multiple cutting and adhesive activities, writing practice worksheets, map sort
games, and more. The sounds of this family include: br- (such as brain and brushes and brows), nursery (such as crabs and cribs), dr- (such as drops and drive), fr- (such as fruit and frog), gr- (such as grapes and grey) and tr- (such as tree and truck). Custom two-letter blendsConsonant Blend: Bl-This page has over 20 worksheets for
teaching the consonant bl blend. Includes mini books, pennant activities, worksheets, matching and sorting games, and puzzles. Words are: black, blow, blue, bloom, blast and blinds. Consonant Blend: Br-If you teach the /br/ sound, you should browse these Phonics files. Contains build-a-word activities, writing practice, a word wheel,
and multiple cutting and adhesive worksheets. Words are: bhison, brush, brick, branch, bread and brain. Consonant Blend: Cl-Try these worksheets and printable games when you teach early readers about the /cl/ sound. There are many cut-and-glue worksheets, flashcards, a word slider, a word web and a sorting game. Words in this set
include: clapping, clown, clover, shells, clip, clothing and climbing. Konsonant Blend: Cr-Practice the Cr consonanten blend with this collection of Printables. Here you'll find a variety of writing worksheets, editing and pastion lessons, printable card sorting games, and build-a-word activities. Over sixteen PDF files are available on this page.
Words include: crying, crib, crack, crab, stream and crown. Consonant Blend: Dr-Here are the worksheets that focus on words that begin with dr-. Practice reading and writing Dr words; Make a beautiful phonics pennant display; and assemble a Dr Miniature book. Words in this set include drive, dress, drop, driveway, drum and dragon.
Consonant Blend: Fl-These games, printable worksheets and reading exercise sheets cover the Fl-Phonics mix. Words include: bow tie, flag, flame, floss and flute. Consonant Blend: Fr-Use these pressure means to help children read and read words like frog, fries, friend, fruit and frisbee Konsonant Blend: Gl-This printable phonics
resources can help students decipher Gl words such as glass, glue, happiness, globe and glove. Konsonant Blend: Gr-In this section of the website we focus on the gr- phonics mix. Practice words such as grass, grapes, grill and grow. Consonant Blend: Pl-STW has a beautiful beautiful phonic mixture pl worksheets. There are mini books,
cut-and-paste activities, a word wheel, index cards and much more. Consonant Blend: Pr-We has a phonic unit on pr mixtures. Focus on teaching students to write and read words such as princess, price, and pretzel. Konsonant Blend: Sc-Have Your students practice reading, writing, and identifying words that begin with the SC
consonant mix with this phonic unit. There are several cut-and-glue worksheets, flash cards, a word slider and more! Words included in this unit are: scooter, scare, shovel, scarecrow, scarf, girth and scout. Consonant Blend: Sk-This unit is filled with a variety of worksheets that highlight words that have the SK consonant mixture. Words
in this set include: Skip, Ski, Skate, Skunk, Sky and Skill. Consonant Blend: Sl-The words on these worksheets all have the /sl/ sound. Your students will love to color the pictures in the minibook. Challenge your class with the word sorting games. Sharpen your safety scissors for the great cut-n-glue activities. The words in this set include:
sledge, sleep, slide, disc, sloth and snail. Consonant Blend: Sn-Fill your printer with ink because this page has so many great phonics worksheets for teaching the /sn/ sound. Words in this series are: snake, snippets, snow, snail, snack and sniff. Consonant blend: Print one of these printable worksheets with SP words. We have a word
wheel, a word slider, playing cards, flash cards, cut-and-glue activities and writing activities. Consonant Blend: St-In this section of our website you will find the most wonderful collection of consonant mixtures in the entire Internet. Mini books, writing practice, word wheels, sliders, matching worksheets and phonic sorting. Words in this
group include: Hold, Stool, Stay, Star, Stump and History. Consonant Blends: Sw-This unit has words that begin with SW, such as: Sweater, Swan, Sweep, Swing and Swimming. Consonant Blend: Tr-The focus for these worksheets is on the /tr/ sound. Children will enjoy the cut-and-glue build-a-word activities as well as the LetterStamp
Learning Centre. Or you can try the word image matching game. The words in this set include: train, tree, tray, truck, garbage, triangle and tractor. Consonant Blend: Str-If you learn about the three-digit str mix, take a look at these activities. There is a word search puzzle, a CLOZE set activity, and a trace-and-write worksheet. Words in
this set include: stripes, string, straps, straw, and stripes. Phonics Worksheets (Full Index)We have thousands of phonic worksheets that contain consonant sounds, long and short vocal sounds, digraphs, Diphthongs, word patterns (cvc, cvvc, cvce) and much more. Early literacy worksheetsOur early literacy page contains visual word
units, word family activities, basic sentence creation, and more. Phonics Mini-BooksWe have a large collection of Phonics mini-books for early readers. We have a book for each vowel and consonant sound, as well as
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